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published by traffic southeast asia, - pills, powders, vials and flakes: the bear bile trade in asia iv.
executive summary the trade of bear gall bladders and bear bile is a serious threat to the conservation of
asian bear species (phillips and wilson, 2002). although the use of bear bile is legal within some asian
countries, cross-border trade of bear bile products traffic and eaza: great potential for collaboration f - n
e w s 20 traffic bulletin vol. 26 no. 1 (2014) traffic and eaza: great potential for collaboration f rom 24–28
september 2013, more than 750 participants from 57 countries met in edinburgh ... traffic food and
medicine animals - 2. wild animals for food and mdicine. traffic was established in 1976 and has developed .
into a global network, research-driven and action-oriented, committed to delivering innovative and state of
the city meeting offers news and insight about ... - here are a few things to remember as the white
flakes begin to fly. • the city does not have a bare street policy, as this re- ... •pills, creams and gels,
epinephrine pens open april through november ... powders, sprays, and vials. needles, syringes, lancets or
used epineph-rine pens. these are accepted for free at illegal trade - researchgate - 6 international bear
news fall 2013, vol. 22 no. 3 illegal trade in response to this, in 01 , traffic southeast asia undertook a twopronged approach to enhance understanding of the trade: more in ...
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